It is a problem of the highest philosophical interest, but one which is abstruse and difficult in the extreme, to arrange the almost countless productions of the vegetable kingdom according to some natural affinities, which shall be at once authentic, unvarying, and of easy recognition. 
and all the monocotyledones, such as the grasses, the rushes, the liliaceae, the lordly palms, and the graceful musae, belong to the " endogenae," while the dicotyledones, commencing with the very natural groupe of the pines and coniferae, and comprehending-the countless varieties of plants, whose seeds are invested with a peculiar covering called a pericarp, (known commonly as the fruit,) and which were therefore associated by the older botanists under the general terms of fruges, eucarpae, or, according to the Linnaean language of herbs and trees, are all grouped together, as being strictly " exogenous" in their growth. It It is not our intention to discuss the appropriateness of the nomenclature >diich Professor Burnett has substituted for that of Decandolle and other P?tanists; we may fairly leave this topic to the judgment of the reader, and, >f We mistake not, the verdict will be nearly unanimous. It may be allowed to be ingenious; but it is far too vague in its allusions, as well as unclassical in its composition, to be received with much favour. Fortunately, the Merits of these Outlines are not suspended on so frail a thread as the fitness ?f any part of its scientific language. They will be found to contain a greater Accumulation of curious and instructive details on botanical subjects, than any other English work with which we are acquainted.
. The unwearied labour and ardent love of his favourite science displayed ln every page, reflect the most distinguished credit on Professor Burnett, and deserve to be rewarded by the patronage of the public in general, and ^ore especially of the medical profession. We might have wished that the author had, for his own sake, given a more appropriate title to this work than " Outlines of Botany"?a title which is apt to convey a very imperfect n?tion of its contents ; for, independently of a general review of the whole Vegetable world, the reader will find a more or less detailed description of almost every g-enus of plants, with pertinent remarks on the more curious facts of their physiology, of their medical and dietetic processes, and of their geographical and geological distribution; and wherever the subject admits of illustration by the pencil, the aid of the draughtsman has been called into Very pleasing-requisition. Many of the woodcuts are indeed excellent.
